The relevance of the studied problem is caused by a keen interest in antique military history and insufficient attention to the history of Athens and its military organization during the Hellenistic period. The aim of the article is to study Athens military command and identify the changes in the military command of the policy in the last third of the IV-III centuries BC. The major method of the research is a comparative and historical method allowing to consider the system of Athens military command and the changes in the last third of the IV-III centuries BC. It is based on the analysis of various sources. The article reveals: the structure of Athens military command, an election order of command positions, responsibilities of military leaders; the changes happening in the system of Athens military command during the defined chronological period. The results of the research can be useful in the further scientific researches connected with a military history of Athens and Ancient Greece, while developing special courses, manuals and reference books on the corresponding studies.
Introduction

Background
Having a right to participate in public life, the Athenian citizen as a member of the policy, could be elected not only to an administrative post, but to a military one too, if his candidacy was approved. Candidates to military posts were elected by raising hands (Arist. Ath. Pol. 43. 1). Aristotle said that military positions could be held several times, whereas other positions could never be held more than once; one could be a member of the Council twice (Arist. Ath. Pol. 62. 3).
The fact of numerous elections to a military position was important for the policy and its armed forces. The fate of the state depended on the outcome of a military campaign. Military failures could threaten the policy. Apparently, multiple elections allowed to find out competent military people, that favorably influenced the armed forces. Besides, numerous elections to a military position, undoubtedly, provided experience and professional development of a citizen. It also opened certain perspectives and gave a chance for further career growth.
Fokion who was elected the strategist forty five times can be an indicative example (Trittle, 2014) . And, as Plutarch writes, he "used to be the strategist not only more often than his contemporaries but also more often than those, who had served earlier. He never nominated himself, never evaded even if people asked him (Plut. Phoc. 8. 1-2). In due time Pericles (Plut. Per. 16) was elected the strategist fifteen times. An important detail is that the election was carried out by raising hands, not by lot that left no chance for come-and-go people. It should also be noted that under skillful command military leaders and simple soldiers got a good military training. A good military leader became a pattern. Nevertheless it is necessary to notice that political groups and the political environment of that time influenced the election of strategists. In this case candidates' professionalism could be of no crucial importance because of the existing political preferences. However an ideal system of strategists' election meant nomination of professionals. military command organization in classical Athens is given primary importance in historiography (Hauvette-Benault, 1885; Badian, 1971; Pierart, 1974; Peake, 1990; Hamel, 1998; Fröhlich, 2000; Asmonti, 2006) . As for the military command in the last third of the IV-III centuries BC, I. Kralli's work on the topic is of special interest (Kralli, 2006) . However besides the mentioned works, the problem of the military command was touched upon in some other works devoted to military and political history of Athens. It lead to the preparation of this report. Disproportionate interest in the history of classical and Hellenistic Athens is caused by the fact that after the defeat in Lamiysky war Athens lost its leading position in the Greek world, stopped being the influential player and got under influence of Macedonia. As a result there was a decrease in military activity of Athens and a refusal from powerful armed forces.
Methodological Framework
The Objectives of the Research
Within the research of the military command in Athens there were considered: order of strategists' election, strategy structure, taksiarkhs and lokhags, cavalry commanders.
The Basis of the Research
The research relies on a number of works by antique authors and ancient Greek inscriptions. The role of epigraphy in the research of Athens military organization of the considered chronological period, and the military command in particular, is very high, as inscriptions are very often the only evidence of any phenomenon. Besides, the analysis of a large body of inscriptions allows to reveal the features of military command structure and to track the changes happening to the studied object in a certain time frame.
Results and Discussions
Strategists' Election
With registration of Athens military organization a certain procedure of strategists' election came into being (Pierart, 1974 ). An order of strategists' election in the time of Aristotle (that is in 30-20s IV century BC) is presented in "The Athenian polity" (61. 1). It says: "First of all, ten strategists are elected -it used to be one strategist from each phyle, and now -from all citizens. Thus, raising hands gives them a certain appointment: one -for goplitts, who commands them when they act in a campaign; one -for the country, and he protects it, and if a military operation begins on his territory, he wages a war there. Two strategists are appointed to Piraeus: one -to Munikhy, another -to Act. They have to take care of everything in Piraeus. Further on, one strategist is appointed for simmoriya: he makes lists of triyerarkh, arranges an exchange of property between them and conducts proceedings between them. The rest are given appointments in compliance with current circumstances".
Strategists in Athens were the top military officials. The structure of military command throughout the history of Athens witnessed some changes. At the beginning of Greek states' history the military command was in the tsar's hands. Though there is a lack of information on Athens early history, some data on military command can be found in different sources. Aristotle reports that "the first of the positions was that of the tsar's, the polemarkh and the archon. The tsar's position was the first one, it was inherited from his predecessors. The second was the polemarkh's position, because some tsars were incompetent in military science" (Arist. Ath. Pol. 3. 2). It is a very important fact as it shows that the tsar's power is shared between three elective posts. Polemarkh became responsible for the military affairs, because some tsars demonstrated incompetence in the military sphere. It proves that certain attention was paid to the selection of good military command in antiquity. Aristotle clarifies that these officials ruled whole life, and later on within only ten years (Arist. Ath. Pol. 3. 1). It turns out that with introduction of polemarkh's position (Hamel, 1998) , restriction of his term in office, monopoly for participation in the military affairs came to an end. As a result an expanded circle of people could apply for the position.
The position of the strategist was first mentioned by Aristotle in the description of Drakont legislation and the political system at that time. Thus, the author points out that the publication of these laws took place under archon Aristekhm, that is approximately in 621/0 BC. At this time, as it runs in "The Athenian polity", strategists and gipparkhs were elected from the people who possessed property free from debts, no less than on a hundred min. and lawful children from a lawful wife at the age of over ten years. (Arist. Ath. Pol. 4. 2). Thus, as it is pointed by Aristotle, they were assigned by old strategists and gipparkhs (Arist. Ath. Pol. 4. 2). However, this first Aristotle's mention of a position of the strategist should be considered carefully.
In this case, when electing strategists and gipparkhs, property qualification and besides age qualification should be taken into consideration as a certain condition. Property qualification reflects an aristocratic character of society, whereas age qualification demonstrates that the applicant for a position of the strategist has certain life experience, and, apparently, some experience of military service.
Strategists' activity was under constant control of the Council of five hundred and People's assembly (Fröhlich, 2000) . In each pritaney a check of strategists' election was organized to find out whether they fulfilled their duties correctly (Arist. Ath. Pol. 61. 2).
The description of strategists' command in a fight at Marathon given by Herodotus is axiomatic. The army was headed by ten strategists (Herod. VI. 103). There was a disputable situation -whether to attack Persians or not, and only polemarkh's Callimachus opinion in the dispute was in favour of a fight (Herod. VI. 109-110).
During a campaign strategists carried out their command in turn. But at Marathon when the time of a command came, the strategists, who voted for fight, conceded it to Miltiades. It should be noted that at Marathon all Athenian goplitt militia and all ten strategists took part. Subsequently, as a rule, the limited contingent participated in military expeditions. There was no need for all ten strategists to participate in a campaign. During Lycurgus's era strategists were elected from all groups of civil people, but in the V century BC 1 strategist was elected from each phyle (Arist. Ath. Pol. 22. 2; Plut. Cim. 8). However Aristotle doesn't explain when this procedure started. According to P. Rhodes, the principle of strategists' election from phyles came to an end shortly before writing "The Athenian polity" (Rhodes, 1981) . Undoubtedly, a refusal from electing one strategist from each phyle promoted talented military leaders from a larger circle of people even more.
Strategy Structure
In Chapter 61 of "The Athenian polity" we see that in the time of Aristotle there was a certain specialization among strategists: strategist ruling goplitts in a campaign; strategist who was responsible for the defense of the country; two strategists for Piraeus (to Munikhiya and Act); strategist for simmoriya who made lists of triyerarkh and regulated the relations between them. Undoubtedly, in the V century BC strategists were engaged in certain military affairs connected with fleet, army and defense. But nothing is said about their specialization at that time. There were elected ten strategists who, most likely, could distribute current duties among them. However in the 30-20s of the IV century BC there was already a detailed specialization among strategists. And, now some strategies had a concrete specialization. During the elections strategists were elected to concrete specializations. Nothing can be said about the exact date of imposing specialization on strategists. Nor does Aristotle explains the fact. Certain assumptions can be made on the basis of epigraphic material.
The strategist of the country is first mentioned in an inscription of 352/1 BC where peripolarkh and demarkh are also made mention. According to I. Kralli, the strategist's election could be connected with Athenians' loss of Orop (Kralli, 2006) . As D. Auber believes, creation of a special position of the strategist of the country proves that the defense of Attica was constantly under the focus in the IV century BC, thus the researcher pays attention that, the issue of the country's protection was regularly discussed at People's assembly (Ober, 1985) . As a matter of fact, according to "The Athenian polity", pritans gathered People's assembly four times each pritaney. Of all these four People's assemblies one was of special importance because the issues concerning protection of the country were discussed. It turns out that the questions connected with protection of the country were discussed at People's assembly in each pritaney. If we refer to the above-mentioned inscription of 352/1 BC, it is possible to assume that specialization of one of ten strategists already existed in the middle of the IV century BC. For example, D. Auber believes that such specialized strategy could start up from from the end of Peloponnesian war and until the end of the 50s of the IV century BC (Ober, 1985) .
Later, in the III century BC, as a result of the distribution of strategist's responsibility, two strategists' positions emerged (IG. II2. 1303. 20; 1304. 12-13, 21) : one, who was in control of Eleusis territory protection (he managed Eleusis, Panakt and Phyle), and the second in change of protection of the coast (IG. II2. 1302. 4-5; 1309. fr.a. 10; 1310. 3; Pouilloux, 19, 25) with responsibility for Ramnunt, Suny and Afidna (Kralli, 2006) . So, for example, Epikhar, famous for the events in Hremonidov war, was a strategist on protection of the coast and was celebrated in an inscription from Ramnunt (Petrakos. II. 3. F. 1.1. 5-6). Definitely, such division of strategies had to promote a more effective protection of Attica's territory in the face of frequent threats of invasion.
The position of goplitts' strategist is mentioned only in the first quarter of the III century BC, in an inscription of 276/5 BC (IG. II2. 682). In particular, the document devoted to famous Athenian Fedr, lists all his military appointments, including that of a position of goplitts'strategist. As it appears from the document, he was elected at archon Kimon administration (сткк. 30-32), and then again at archon Xenophon government (сткк. 40-45). As the names of eponym archons are mentioned in the inscription, it turns out that Fedr held a position of goplitts' strategist in 288/7 and 287/6 BC.
The called document actually is the first epigraphic evidence of a position of goplitys' strategist. However, if we refer Aristotle, such specialization already existed in the 30-20s of the IV century BC or, perhaps, was established www.ccsenet.org/jsd Journal of Sustainable Development Vol. 8, No. 7; 2015 at this time. In this regard it turns out that during Lamiysky war goplitts' strategist, commanding the army in the campaign had to be come into full play as Athenians conducted military operations outside Attica. However the brevity of written sources and extremely small number of epigraphic documents of Lamiysky war time doesn't allow to clarify the issue. For the sake of argument, Leosfen, commanding the Athenian forces consisting of citizens and mercenaries could be goplitts' strategist, as he ran the expedition (Diod. XVIII. 9. 5; 11. 3). However according to Diodor (to Diod. XVII. 111. 3), Leosfen was chosen as the authorized strategist (Schmitt, 1992) .
But there was no such position in the military command of Athens in the 30-20s of. BC. In Athens of earlier times it was an irregular position where the person managing a military campaign was elected (Asmonti, 2006) . Therefore, either Diodor made a mistaken in designation of a position, or Athenians introduced this position for Leosfen. Except Leosfen, Antifil, who headed the army after Leosfen's death could also be goplitts' strategist. Diodor says that instead of Leosfen "Antifil, an outstanding and courageous person, and a gifted military leader became the strategist" (Diod. XVIII. 13. 6). It should be noted that if these military leaders were goplitts' strategists, than considerable groups of contractors were under their command. As it is difficult to make any assumptions, it is impossible to leave out the fact that they were simply strategists, without specialization. Subsequently, apprx. in 300 BC, as it is reported in the Oksirinkhsky papyrus, Hary, resisting to Lahar, was goplitts' strategist (Pap. Oxy. 2082 = FGrHist. 257a. F. 1. 3-4). To fight against Celts in 279 BC Athens sent a military contingent led by strategist Kallipp (Paus. X. 20. 3-5), who, perhaps, could be goplitts' strategist commanding the army in the campaign. We can't but agree with Oliver's remark that, in the III century BC, despite a decrease in Athenians' military activity outside Attica, the position of goplitts' strategist was still valuable (Oliver, 2007) . It is evident from the example of Fedr who, being goplitts'strategist, took measures to protect crops on the territory of Attica during Athenians' revolt against Macedonian presence in 287 BC (IG. II2. 682. 30-35).
The position of Piraeus strategists is mentioned in the ephebe inscriptions. Only the strategist of Piraeus is mentioned in the inscriptions of the 30s in the IV century BC No. 8. 10 ; No. 9. col. II. 9-10), whereas both the strategist of Piraeus and the strategist of Akty are present in the inscriptions of 324/3 (Reinmuth No. 15 a 2-3). It can testify that in the 330s there was a position of one strategist for Piraeus, and in the 320s the second strategist was also appointed (Rhodes, 1981) . The position of the contractors' elected strategist, who took care of the hired army is mentioned in 321/0 BC for the first time (IG. II2. 379. 10-13), And though contractors' strategists are sometimes mentioned in later documents (IG. II2. 682. 25), it remains vague, whether this position became constant or the elections of contractors' strategist took place when necessary. In this regard it is necessary to mention Fedr Sfettsky who became contractors' strategist three times (IG. II2. 682. 25) until the adoption of a decree in his honor (276/5 BC). As for Fedr, the document reports that after a year under archon Nikiya (282/1 BC), he was twice elected a strategist on preparation (сткк. 22-23), repeatedly a strategist of the country (сткк. 24-25), and, at last, twice goplitts' strategist. Defining a special position of contractors' strategist is undoubtedly connected with an active use of the hired contingent in Athens of that time.
The strategist's position on preparation is of special interest. The decree in Fedr's honor is actually the first document where this position is mentioned, however, the information relating to Fedr's activity doesn't actually clarify his official functions: "being elected a strategist on preparation he cared perfectly and piously about everything that concerned him" (сткк. 23-24). At least, a hint on a strategist's on preparation functions can be present in Pseudo-Plutarch's messages in "Life of ten speakers". The author refers to Stratokl's decree in honor of Lycurgus: "being elected, to prepare for a war he provided a lot of weapon and throwing shells on an acropolis, equipped four hundred the grain-cleaning machine and restored shipyards first of all" (Ps. -Plut. Vit. X Or. 852 C). In other case the author quotes the Athenian decree in honor of Demokhar, prominent politician of the IV-III centuries BC, enumerating his merits:
Journal of Sustainable Development Vol. 8, No. 7; 2015 "construction of walls and preparation of arms, guns and obsidional cars" (Ps. -Plut. Vit. X Or. 851 E). Thus, it is possible to believe that similar measures were imposed on a strategist on preparation after the introduction of this position at the end of IV or at the beginning of the III century.
According to the epigraphic documents, after the end of Hremonidov war, Antigonus Gonat established control over the city. In the inscription of apprx. 250 BC (IG. II2. 1225. 7-9) Athenian Gerakleit, appointed the strategist of Piraeus by a tsar, is mentioned (Tracy, 2003a is marked out; 2003b) . Another decree carries the information about the appointed strategist of the country and Eleusis (IG. II2. 1287. 3-5). In the document from Ramnunt (the middle of the III century BC) a strategist of the coast Apollodorus, appointed by tsar Antinog and elected by the people, is given a praise. He took a good care of the whole fortress (Poulloux is praised. 7. 2. 7-10). Taking into consideration this example, I. Kralli considers that when Antigonus appointed Apollodorus the military manager of the coast, he interfered with the valid election of the Athenian military leaders, and the Athenian people ratified this decision electing the latter to the military leader's position (Kralli, 2006) . According to S. Traci, the inscription is dated 260 BC and shows that Athenians elected a person chosen by the tsar (Tracy, 2003b) . These appointments of strategists brightly illustrate the imperial control over the policy which lasted until 229 BC.
One of the Athenian decrees, mentioned above (IG. II2. 1304), reveals the state activity of Athenian Demenet, three times elected the strategist of the country to Eleusis (in 219/8, 215/4, 211/10 BC). However Demenet, as it comes from the text of the document, was repeatedly an ambassador in the Etoliysky union and also to tsar Philip "to make friendship and peace" with everyone (сткк. 4-8). Most likely, it occurred during the Allied war and Athens tried to establish friendship with all belligerent parties. Therefore Demenet had to work both on a military and a diplomatic field that can illustrate his abilities to execute state affairs. Also his activity as a strategist, both administrative and military should also be noted. Good exercise of powers -with nobody committing injustice either in the country, or in fortresses (стк. 14-17); commission of sacrifices during the holiday (сткк. 26-27); providing safety of elevsin mysteries (сткк. 27-29); protection of the country and fortresses (стк. 20, 23-24); purchase of bread and storage of stocks; granting money for clothes (сткк. 31-35) -is his achievement.
As for polemarkh's position, we see that though his position was high, military management was in hands of strategists. Herodotus (Herod. VI. 109) reports that during Marathon fight, the polemarkh, firstly, was elected by lot, and, secondly, since ancient times Athenians granted the polemarkh an equal vote with strategists.
In the times of Aristotle the polemarkh didn't play a significant role in the military sphere: he had a control over gravestone competitions in honor of the fallen in the war, his main sphere were the affairs of meteks and proksens (Arist. Ath. Pol. 58). So, D. Hammel fairly concludes (Hamel, 1998 ) that powers of the polemarkh could be reduced owing to the reform of arkhontat in 487/6 BC (Badian, 1971) . As a result the polemarkh stopped exercising real military power, and by the end of the IV century BC the people appointed to this position performed only ceremonial military functions.
Taksiarkhs and Lokhags
Besides strategists ten more taksiarkhs were chosen, one from each phyle. Each of them ruled the citizens of his phyle and appointed lokhags (Arist. Ath. Pol. 61.3). Taksiarkhs obeyed the strategists and were a link between the high command and the soldiers of the phyle. The military contingent of a phyle, apparently, could be divided into smaller divisions -lokhs who were under lokhag command, appointed by the taksiarkhs. Taksiarkhs and lokhags are mentioned in the ephebic inscriptions. It turns out that lokhag was a junior commander in the Athenian army. Lokhags, as well as lochs, are poorly mentioned. According to Xenophon, in 408 BC during the Athenian expedition to Pigela under Frasill's command, two lochs of goplitts and peltasts rushed to help their poorly of light-armed, disseminated friends. Xen. Hell. I. 2. 3). However, this evidence of Xenophon, who, in P. Rhodes's remark, could used it not technically, is the only mention of lochs in the Athenian army (Rhodes, 1981) . In a battle at Tanagre Kimon's companions put his armor among the soldiers of his group (Plut. Cim. 17. 5). But, on the other hand, Aristotle's remark about lochs' appointment by taksiarkhs, and also mentioning of lokhags and taksiarkhs at the ephebic corps, copying a military structure of goplitsky militia, can indicate the existence of lochs in the Athenian army. In the same work Xenophon writes that one Athenian man Nikomakhid complains Socrates of having not been chosen a strategist though he was a lokhag and a taksiarkh having some experience of military command (Xen. Mem. III. 4. 1). Xenophon mentions taksiarkhs and lokhags in connection with military training (Xen. Mem. III. 4. 1). Polluks puts lokhags in the same group with taksiarkhs, gipparkhs, phylerkhs and strategists (Poll. Onom. VIII. 114).
Connection between lochs and dems seems quite probable, the formation of lochs was organized on an area basis, because all citizens fought together in the phyle. And citizens of dem could fight together. The idea of formation of lochs in tritiya when the military contingent of each phyle could consist of three lochs, is worth noticing. However, www.ccsenet.org/jsd Journal of Sustainable Development Vol. 8, No. 7; 2015 if expeditionary forces were small, the division of phyles on lochs failed, if there were few expeditionary forces, small groups of phyles were under command of lokhags, but not taksiarkhs (Secunda, 1992 
Cavalry Commanders
The cavalry commanders were also chosen. Two gipparkhs were appointed among all people, each of which commanded the cavalry contingent of five phyles (Arist. Ath. Pol. 61.3). Aristotle says that "they have the same power, as strategists over goplitts" (Arist. Ath. Pol. 61.3) . In this regard it should be noted that gipparkhs commanded only the cavalry and obeyed the strategists who carried out the high command over all Athenian forces. Such subordination of gipparkhs to strategists is caused by a supporting role of a cavalry in the armed forces of the policy unlike goplitts. Further ten phylerkhs, one from a phyle, were chosen. And they, like taksiarkhs, were in control of cavalry divisions of their phyles (Arist. Ath. Pol. 61. 5). In this regard it turns out that five phylerkhs came under command of every gipparkh. Gipparkhs and phylerkhs were chosen at people's assembly. However in Athens cavalry corps, besides two gipparkhs and ten phylerkhs, there were lower rank commanders and there was no need for them to be elected at people's assembly. Junior commanders were important for well-coordinated and prompt actions of a cavalry. In the words of Xenophon (to Xen. Hipp. II. 2-7; IV. 9), junior commanders were appointed from each phyle by a gipparkh with consent of a phylerkh. And it was vital to appoint foremen out of people at a blossoming age and jealous to affairs. It turns out that foremen had to be not really young and at the same time well developed. Foremen were put in front of other cavaliers. Besides foremen the same number of older cavaliers was chosen, who were put at the end of tens.
In their turn foremen elected deputies -epistats, "following behind" who, apparently, also elected their deputies. The rider rounding out an array had to be a skilled soldier who in case of attack could support his soldiers, and head his soldiers of the division at retreat. In addition, it was convenient to transmit orders with the help of foremen and epistats. Thus, the structure of cavalry command was quite developed which is caused by a complexity of management of the cavalry contingent. I. Kralli reveals a tendency in a career of the most capable military leaders in the Hellenistic Athens: they begin their activity as a commander being a gipparkh, and then are elected to higher positions of strategists with various specialization (Kralli, 2006) .
After the regime of Demetriya Falersky was overthrown in 307 BC, to demonstrate their gratitude for the release of the city Athenians created two new phyles -for Demetriad and Antigonid, which got their names in honor of the liberator of Athens Demetriya Poliorket and his father Antigone Odnoglazy (Habikht, 2003) . The cavalry corps which was organized in phyles had to increase by two divisions of new phyles, and consist not of ten, but of twelve cavalry divisions and, respectively, to have twelve phylerkhs. Document 282/1 of BC representing the Decree in honor of gipparkhs and phylerkhs is of great importance in studying the Athenian cavalry and its command in the III century BC (SEG. XXI. 525). First of all, conspicuous is the information on the number of cavaliers. According to the text of the Decree, originally it consisted of 200 riders, but at archon Nikiya the corps of riders was increased by 100, thereby having reached 300. In comparison with the period before Lamiysky war when the cavalry body consisted of one thousand people (Spence, 1993) , there was a considerable reduction of a number of riders. It turns out that having three hundred riders in total, the contingent of each of twelve phyles should have only twenty five riders. When there was a total number of two hundred riders, the contingent of each phyle should have consisted of only sixteen riders. In case of a sharp reduction of riders the number of junior commanders also decreased. It is difficult to say when the reduction of riders took place. We can only conclude that it happened after Lamiysky war and before the publication of the Decree in 282/1 BC. Taking into account the political situation in the policy, we can assume that reduction of the cavalry body could happen at the end of the IV century BC. Such a sharp reduction of the cavalry proves that there was no longer need for a large number of riders. Besides the reduction of riders conducted lead to the cut of public expenditure on the cavalry (Nefedkin, 2005) .
It is necessary to point out one more fact: the names of two gipparkhs and only eleven phylerkhs are listed in the decree (SEG. . There is no phylerkh of Egeida phyle. G. Byyu believes that there was no candidate for a position of a phylerkh in Egeida's phyle that year and, it is possible, therefore, the law, forbidding the election of phylerkhs from all riders could be cancelled (Bugh, 1988) . The law, mentioned in the decree, can also highlight it (SEG. . If this interpretation is correct, it turns out that since then on, not only www.ccsenet.org/jsd Journal of Sustainable Development Vol. 8, No. 7; 2015 one phylerkh could be chosen from a phyle, but from all riders, as it was before (Arist. Ath. Pol. 61. 5). Here comes a question: who commanded riders of Egeida phyle if they had no phylerkh that year? Some assumptions can be made. The first: there was a person who was in a phylerkh's position, which was not approved officially. That's why at the decree there was no his name among other phylerkhs. The second: Egeida riders could be under command of some other phylerkh, along with the commanding the riders of his own phyle. The third: Egeida riders could be temporarily distributed into other phyles. Being a commander of two phyles, though rather alleviating by their relatively small number, after all was difficult. Distribution of riders into other phyles meant disbandment of the cavalry contingent of Egeida phyle as a fighting unit. It turned out that actually there were no Egeida representatives in the cavalry corps unlike other eleven phyles. It could affect prestige of the phyle in the policy. The first variant seems the most probable because the cavalry corps relied on the equal participation of riders from all phyles under command of phylerkhs.
Conclusion
Owing to the specific features of a social system of the policy, top military positions in Athens were elective, with a chance of numerous election. To increase the effectiveness of the military command system important changes took place by 30-20s of the IV century BC: since that time strategists were elected from all citizens and their specialization was introduced at the stage of their election by people's assembly. Further transformations in the strategy system were caused by military needs and political situation. When ancient Athenians refused from an active foreign policy, their military activity was concentrated on the protection of the Attica territory, which became evident in the changes of the strategy system in the first half of the III century BC. In the late eighties of the III century BC, the order filarkh election was changed. According to the new rules they could be elected from all riders, not from each fila as it used to be. In general it is necessary to note that the system of Athens military command wasn't static. All transformations were aimed at the improvement of military command system in Athens and adaptation to the new circumstances.
